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Using Data Structures
Suppose that I have an object representing a person, and I want to find out how
much money he has in his wallet. I first have to get his wallet away from him, and
then investigate the contents of the wallet. In Java code, this would look like this:

Wallet wallet = person.getWallet();
double money = wallet.getMoney();

// Or, I could do it in one line:
double money = person.getWallet().getMoney();

What I am doing here is starting from the object that I do have a reference to (the person) and tracing along
the various references that it provides until I arrive at a definite value (the money). As long as I have a
reference to the Person, I can access any of the objects that make him up, and from them access their own
constituent objects, until I finally arrive at whatever piece I am looking for. Object models give you a visual
way to trace the path from the object you have a reference to, to the part you want.

. 1 You saw this object model on yesterday's homework. Suppose that I have a variable Artist
artist that contains a reference to an Artist object. Write Java code that will...

a) Retrieve the name of this artist.

b) Retrieve the name of this Artist's best song.

c) Retrieve the title of the album this artist's worst song appeared on.



. 2 Write a method compare that will take two artists as parameters, and return 1, -1, or 0 depending on
whether the first artist is better than, worse than, or comparable to the other. One artist is better than
another if and only if his worst song is more popular than the other artist's best song.

. 3 Object models can be used to represent the state that a data structure is always in, but they can also be
used dynamically to track how the connections between objects change over time.

public class Ring {
   Ring next;
   public Ring() {
      next = this;
   }
   private Ring(Ring n) {
      next = n;
   }
   public insert() {
      next = new Ring(next);
   }
}

Walk through the code below, and draw an object model, showing what object the ring variable
refers to, and what object the next of each Ring refers to. You don't have to show every step
separately; I just want the final state.

Ring ring = new Ring();
ring.insert();
ring.insert();


